
EVERY LIFE COUNTS

505



1/4
Of Americans skip medical care

because of the high cost.



$450
Is the average ambulance cost that

patients with insurance have to pay
agter their insurance pays out.



71%
Of ambulance providers do not
accept the patients insurance,

resulting in an averaging cost of
$1500 for the ambulance ride. 



28 MILLION
Americans did not have insurance

in 2020.



USER RESEARCH
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Delay medical
care due to cost

Of personal
bankruptcies are

due to medical bills

Americans are
struggling with

medical dept



USER STORIES

Elena - 60 
Homeless

Erica -27
Single mother of 6

year old with
Epilepsy 

Grabriel - 40
Mexican immigrant

works 2 jobs 



MONEY VS LIFE
Having to decide if the cost of an
ambulance ride is worth your life

THE PROBLEM



505 is an ambulance alternative that
utilizes the same principles as UBER to

request a high priority emergency lift that
will cost a fraction of what an ambulance

would.
 

THE SOLUTION



The global pandemic further exposed how broken the
health care system in America is. Currently patients
biggest worry even when nearing their death beds is
"who will pay for this?" or "How will I pay for this?"

 

WHY NOW?



Request a ride by a willing
and informed driver

HOW DOES IT WORK?

1
Use the app or dial 505



Pay a fraction of the price

HOW DOES IT WORK?

2
On average a taxi ride will cost between $10 ro $51
for 10 miles depending on the state.

As an incentive for the driver an extra $5 dollar
will be added to the fare.

The price may not exceed $60



Worry about your health
and not your bank account

HOW DOES IT WORK?

3



BUSINESS MODEL

This service would act as a middle man
between the drivers and the patients.

Funding will come through donations, and
also from grants from foundations or state and
federal governments.



THANKS
FOR

LISTENING!


